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Abstract
 As it was the mechanical noise used for diagnostic of machine in the past, the 
electronic noise can be used as diagnostic tool for detection defects in electronical 
devices and systems in the future. This paper deals with comparisons of noise 
spectroscopy and detection of microplasma noise sources in the three new type of 
solar cells G1, G3 and G5. When high electric is applied to PN junction with some 
technological imperfections like dislocation in PN junction or crystal-grid defect 
causing non-homogeneity of parameters it produces in tiny areas  of enhanced 
impact ionization called microplasma. It can leads onwards to deterioration in 
quality or to destruction of PN junction. Microplasma produced noise, which has 
random spectrum in frequency range. Microplasma noise is measurable even 
before the creation of light emissions. Due to the comparisons microplasma 
detection with noise characteristic can full analyzed solar cell.

Specimens
 

G1 type  – this is a standard process.  The damaged layer is removed and an a 
alkali-etching-based double-side structuring process is carried out. A 
double-sided di�usion of an N+ layer follows.
ARC – silicon nitride (Si3N4), a variant employing a thin silica layer under the ARC. 
Finally, thick-�lm metal plating of both sides is performed.

G3 type – rear side etching process.  The damaged layer is removed and an a 
alkali-etching-based double-side structuring process is carried out. A 
double-sided di�usion of an N+ layer follows. The rear side etching uses an acid 
solution. ARC – silicon nitride (Si3N4) or a variant employing a thin silica layer 
under the ARC is used. Finally, thick-�lm metal plating of both sides is performed.

G5 type  – this is a standard process. The damaged layer is removed and an acid 
-etching-based double-side structuring process is carried out. A double-sided 
di�usion of an N+ layer follows.
ARC – silicon nitride (Si3N4) or a variant employing a thin silica layer under the ARC 
is used.
Finally, thick-�lm metal plating of both sides is performed.

Noise spectroscopy

Microplasma noise and sources
During increasing reverse biased voltage it is possible to observe more shining 
points . It was measured with exposure time 20 sec, clear light �lter and the CCD 
chip was cooled into -20° C. 

Fig. 3. Cell type G1, RBV = 4V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 6. Cell type G1, RBV = 8V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 4. Cell type G3, RBV = 4V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 7. Cell type G3, RBV = 8V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 5. Cell type G5, RBV = 4V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 8. Cell type G5, RBV = 8V, tchip = -20°C

Fig. 1. The noise spectral density as a function of 
forward voltage for nos. G1/4, G3/1 and G5/1 solar 

cells in forward direction

Fig. 2.  The noise spectral density versus frequency 
for mos. for nos. G1/4, G3/1  and G5/1 solar cells in 

forward  direction

Tab. 4. Counts of microplasma in dependence on reverse biased voltage (RBV)

Tab. 1. Specimen G1

Tab. 2. Specimen G3

Tab. 3. Specimen G5

Conclusion
 According to the above described transport and noise characteristic analysis of 
the mentioned double-sided alkali texture silicon solar cells, it is obvious that 
better quality has been achieved by the structure of the groups of G3 specimens,  
this junction (of a thickness of about 1 um) is etched away from the rear side.
The G1 specimens in which an oxide - nitride passivation double layer has been 
used, show much worse noise properties. The noise parameters are likely to have 
deteriorated in the course of the high-temperature oxidation as a consequence of 
additional activation of phosphorus donors in the n+- layer and the subsequent 
di�usion spreading of the doped layer (which can be recognized from the layer 
resistance value change). The high thermal stress the Si chips are exposed to can 
also reduce the minority carrier life time.

Counts of microplasma highly dependents on reversed biased voltage. The results 
from noise diagnostic shows strong correlation between used texture and noise 
level. The output from observed microplasma of each cell shows pointed to that 
the correlation between this two methods can exist. Considering that the 
correlation is not absolute, counts of microplasma in specimen G5 are not 
corresponding with noise, further investigation is needed. 
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